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Title - Dark Side Of The Rainbow
Author- Eileen Neville
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PRESIDENTS REPORT
March was not without drama. Widespread regional flooding prevented our Guest Judge, Linda Fury,
from leaving home and attending the March 9th Competition Meeting. The event was subsequently
postponed (at the last minute) to the 23rd of March and replaced the Presentation Meeting planned
for that evening. Linda was able to attend last week’s competition and delivered an informative and
balanced appraisal of all entries. Eileen Neville won “Image of the Month” with a very startling and
contemporary image. Members should go to the MPS Facebook page to view it.
As reported by Neil Loomes, our Secretary, The Department of Fair Trading has formally registered
our revised Constitution. It now becomes a legal document that the MPS must adhere to. Well done
to those who contributed extensively to that exercise. The Committee is moving forward with other
reviews of by-laws and Competition Rules to clarify and streamline our activities.
The Club has welcomed new members Ed Davis and Les Bailey, and we are getting more visitors to
our hall meetings now that we are off ZOOM meetings, so please introduce yourselves to anyone
you do not know.
Most members would know of Robert Rosee’s announcement of his pending retirement from the
role of Competition Secretary at the MPS AGM this year. I have had discussions with a member who
is interested in that position. This will be formally discussed at the March Committee Meeting.
The Snowy Trip has all but started, after considerable planning and adjustments. Those who have
subscribed to this adventure are extremely excited and I am sure they would leave right now if they
could. This is an excellent example of people working as a club with a common aim. There has been
a very collaborative atmosphere about this from the start. Marie McLaurin, along with Tony Law as
CFO and Lisa Everett, have driven it. We cannot wait to see the results on Competition nights over
the coming months.
The MPS Committee is now working towards:
•
•

•
•

The Australia Cup Photographic Competition, which is coming up very soon.
The Annual Interclub Competition with St George and Ingleburn Clubs on the 16th of August
of which MPS is the Host Club this year. We have secured a sponsored venue at West’s
Lakeside Golf Club so keep that date free.
Announcing new dates for the Narellan Town Centre Exhibition in the near future. We will
be looking for volunteers to assist with that event as well.
Preparing a Council Grant Application to Camden Council for a significant event.

More information will be released after the March Committee Meeting.
I really want to say how great it was to see, what I believe is, a significant lift in the standard of work
produced by our members. Whether it is a result of seeing print images again or digital images on a
screen larger than a home computer I am not sure, but I like to think it is because people are being
more creative and thinking more about how they take their images. Well done MPS.
Peter Sherlock
President
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COMPETITION RESULTS
Competition Secretary’s Report
March 2022
Judged by Linda Fury

20 members entered a total of 86 images, 13 Distinctions & 30 Credits were
awarded as follows:

Colour Prints

11 Images

2 Distinctions

3 Credits

Monochrome Prints

9 Images

2 Distinctions

2 Credits

Projected Images

27 images

4 Distinctions

10 Credits

19 images

2 Distinctions

8 Credits

Colour
Projected Images
Monochrome
Themed

20 images

3 Distinctions

7 Credits

Looking Up
Image Of The Month Eileen Neville’s Colour Projected Image
“Dark Side Of The Rainbow”
R Rosee
Competition Secretary
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SOME OF THE WINNING IMAGES

Tony Naumovski - Looking up

Eileen Neville - Violet

Sharynn Lee - Out there

Lyn Forbes - Lorikeet on flowering gum

Diane Mulley - To the railway

Jenny Delaporte - Tough nut

Christine Maidment - Loading at number two
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SOME OF THE WINNING IMAGES

Jenny Delaporte-Symmetry In Autumn

Kristine Marta Took - King tide

Peter Sherlock - It’s windy here

Christine Maidment - Nature’s umbrella

Lyn Forbes - Floral attraction

Heidi Bester - Elephant in the wild
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NEXT MONTH COMPETITION MEETING
Our next competition night will be held on April the 13th
Our Judge for the night will be Colin Talbot. Colin has presented to our club and judged before, he also gave
some of us his time on one of our photo walks in Kangaroo Valley, where he gave us a talk and
demonstration on preparing images for exhibitions.
The themed Image for the month will be Directional Light
What is directional light? Directional light refers to light with a clear direction. In other words, it hits
your subject from a particular angle. You can have directional light that hits your subject from above,
from below, or from any side.
There are five essential lighting directions you need to know
•
•
•
•
•

Frontlight
Sidelight
Backlight
Overhead light
Upward light

Image from Properproof

Image from Pinterest

Image from Discover digital photography
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PRESENTATIONS
Our next presentation will be held on April the 27th and it will be a table top workshop. Members are
asked to bring some form of lighting, whether it be a torch , candle, lamp etc and objects to set up and
photograph. It is an interesting night to attend, as you can learn a lot from each other. In previous
years we have had so many different objects to photograph from flowers to musical instruments, even
some Lego, so come along and enjoy the night.

Image source Digital Photography School

Image source pxleyes.com Image source The Photo Argus

Image source widewall.ch/magazine

Image source sproutvideo.com

Image source format.com

Image source colourbox.com

Image source unsplash.com
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FEATURED MEMBER

CYRIL KIRKLAND
I have had a camera in hand for most of my adult life & eventually had my arm twisted to join the then
Campbelltown Camera Club & commenced entering internal monthly competitions. Eventually I
entered National & and International Photographic competitions, which at that time were based on film
photography. Local art exhibitions have also been supported such as the Camden Art Prize, Fishers
Ghost Art Award, St. Gregory’s College Art Exhibition, as well as displays in restaurants & donations
of works to local charities. I initially used 35 mm cameras & progressed through medium format 645 &
6x7 units, shooting mostly colour slide film as well as monochrome negative film.

6x7 Format Film Camera with a 50 mm lens

Full Frame Digital Camera with a 70-200mm lens

It took me a while to move over to Digital as I was not totally convinced that the overall image quality
was the same as could be achieved with film. However, the overall costs of participating was an
incentive to do so. I still have a quantity of roll film stored in a refrigerator & occasionally shoot off
some images & surprisingly the film has retained good quality after some time in storage. During this
time, I established & managed a web presence, performed my own image printing, matt mounting &
framing & was accepted for an “Exhibition Of Works” at the then Struggletown Gallery in Narellan. I
now shoot purely in digital format using full frame Canon equipment with a range of lens
configurations. I like a variety of genres including, mainly landscape, table top, sport (particularly
motor racing), architecture & wildlife. Landscape photography gives me the opportunity to get out into,
and to enjoy, the natural world. I like to include the movement of water in my landscape images,
specifically if it relates to turbulent seascapes. I generally do not include people in my images, except
sports obviously, & so photo journalism & portraiture are not often considered.
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FEATURED MEMBER
The following is a small sample of Film images, but mostly Digital, selected at random.

Sample Film Images

Dorrigo National Park, NSW

Macquarie Harbour Penal Colony access wharf, Tasmania

Seamans Hut on the trek to Mount Kosciusko. NSW

Cockington Green miniature village, Canberra

Cascade above the Wentworth Falls, Blue Mountains National Park. NSW
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FEATURED MEMBER

Bush fire aftermath, east of Appin NSW, some years ago

The Pinnacle, Grampians National Park. Victoria

Sample Digital Images

New life, Mount Annan Botanic Gardens,. NSW.

“Queen of the Night ”, only blooms briefly at night.

View of Charlotte Pass ski run out of season. Snowy Mountains. NSW.

The trap is set for unwary insects.
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FEATURED MEMBER

Menangle trots on a very muddy track. NSW

Fireworks at Fishers Ghost Festival, Campbelltown. NSW

Carrington Falls with Kangaroo River
below, Southern Highlands. NSW

Contented Orangutan at Sydney Zoo. NSW

Greyhound time-trial at Bulli. NSW

Thirlmere Steam Rail Heritage Museum. NSW
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FEATURED MEMBER

Rodeo at Picton. NSW

Whitewater Rafting at Penrith Stadium. NSW

Women’s “A” Grade cricket at Raby SportsComplex. NSW

Premier League Hockey at Narellan Hockey Complex. NSW

Junior Soccer at Sutherland Shire. NSW
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FEATURED MEMBER

Below the Seacliff Bridge at Coalcliff north of Wollongong. NSW – not a safe spot in big seas!

Motorcross Nationals, Appin Motorcross Complex NSW

Sports Car racing at Sydney Motorsport Park. NSW

Golden Era motor racing, Wakefield Park Raceway NSW

Go-Kart racing titles at Picton Karting Complex NSW
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FEATURED MEMBER

Wild seas at Bombo. NSW

Nesting male Royal Spoonbill at Lake Annan. NSW

Early morning view from Sydney Harbour Bridge. NSW

A political sponsorship “arrangement” – not necessarily my affiliation!

I have been around the photographic scene “for a while” & have tried to provide a cross section of my
works over that time in the hope it may prove to be informative for the membership.

HAVE FUN & ENJOY YOUR JOURNEY.
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TIPS AND TRICKS
Utilize the photography “golden hour”

Lighting is paramount since it dictates the shape, texture, contrast, and shadows in your images. The
golden hour is about a one-hour window briefly after sunrise or before sunset. The longer shadows
and especially the more diffused light during these periods provide much more flattering light. Since
the light is diffused, you’re much less likely to ‘blow out’ highlights or lose detail in the shadows that
are difficult to avoid during the strong light available during most of the day.

How to photograph fireworks

Fireworks are an amazing sight—it’s definitely one that captures well on camera too. Be prepared and
set up ahead of time to increase your chances for great results. Follow this step-by-step:
1. Predict where the fireworks will be so you can set up in a good spot. Most firework
shows don’t last too long so if you have to move during the show you might miss it!
2. Keep the camera as still as possible. Use a tripod and a cable release so you can trigger
the shutter without touching the camera.
3. Set your camera to ISO 100 for a clean looking shot. Fireworks are bright so you can
also use a relatively small aperture around f/8 or smaller.
4. Press the shutter release right before the fireworks go off and release the shutter once
the fireworks fade. Review your photograph and adjust your framing and aperture if
necessary for the next shot.
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TIPS AND TRICKS

Portrait photography tips
If you’re just starting out, chances are you don’t have a studio or fancy lighting equipment. Your best
bet is to use window light. Turn off all the lights in the room and move near a window with some
curtains so you can play around with diffusing the light.
Turning off all the lights includes the pop-up flash on your camera too. Make sure you focus on the
eyes, make your subjects feel comfortable, and give it a shot!

Pet photography tips
Pets are full of personality and capturing that on camera can require different techniques depending
on the individual pet. Dogs especially tend to reflect your emotions, so act accordingly depending on
the photo you want. Some pets can be very active too, so a short telephoto lens can help if you’re
backed up against a wall. Shoot in shutter priority mode and hover around 1/125 sec to 1/500 sec
depending on the pet. Lastly, similar to human subjects keep focus on the eyes sharp.
All information and images sourced from www.borrowlenses.com
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INTERESTING PHOTGRAPHY FACTS
The First Photo of a Person Was Accidental
In 1828, Louis Daguerre took the first photo that captured a human being. His intention was to take a
photo of the Boulevard du Temple in Paris. The man in his photo was standing in the street, getting
his shoes polished. Since the exposure lasted for seven minutes, the man also got captured.

The First Colour Photograph Was Taken in 1861
In 1861, Thomas Sutton suggested the process to create the world’s first colour image. The result of
layering three separate images of red, green, and blue filters. These were then projected onto a
photosensitive plate with the corresponding filters. Sutton was a great photographer and inventor.
Around the same time as the colour photograph, he also created the first SLR camera, He was also
the one who developed the earliest panoramic camera with a wide-angle lens in 1859. The
photography world owes a lot to him.
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INTERESTING PHOTGRAPHY FACTS
Kodak Doesn’t Mean Anything
Most brands have a strong connection between their product and their name. For
example, Canon means a rule, law, or principle. Ilford takes its name from its birthplace, and Olympus
is the home of the Greek Gods. But Kodak has no real meaning. George Eastman, the founder of
Kodak, said that the letter ‘K’ sounded strong, so he formed a word around it.

The Oldest Surviving Image Is Almost 200 Years Old
Not only was it taken almost 200 years ago, but it took 8 hours to capture! The photo was taken by
Joseph Niepce and named “view from the window” The scene took place in Saint-Loup-de-Varennes,
France. The photo shows the surrounding castle and other buildings. A projected image from the
window hit a sensitized plate, which was then used to place the image on paper. A lot of work went
into this photo, and we are lucky it survived.
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Photographer Uses Muscular Human Bodies to Create
Stunning Landscapes
Carl Warner is a conceptual artist and photographer noted for his intricate foodscapes, in which he
creates dream settings out of edible components. Warner, on the other hand, uses the human body to
bring his imagined settings to life in another series. His Bodyscapes incorporate a variety of
anatomical aspects to produce stunningly realistic landscape compositions.
Bodyscapes are a whole different beast from his foodscapes, which are meticulously prepared and
organized in advance. While Warner is constantly thinking about the end outcome, working with the
human body is a challenge that forces him to work quickly and see where the shoot takes him.
Despite the fact that each bodyscape appears to be a jumble of many bodies entwined, Warner only
works with one model to obtain the final appearance in each photograph. Everything is put together in
post-production after capturing their bodies from various perspectives. The photographer made this
choice on purpose.
“I know people would want for them to be produced with a variety of bodies,” Warner tells My Modern
Met, “but doing so would mean having diverse skin tones, which would undermine the feeling of
continuity within the environment.” “I also enjoy that it’s all produced by one person since it adds an
element of alternate portraiture and creates a more personal connection with the subject.” I also don’t
want the photographs to appear overly sexual, and I believe that combining bodies during the
shooting stage might lead to this result. I’m more interested in the shape and structure that gives the
body as the space in which we live a feeling of place.
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Bodyscapes is a series that uses the human body to form
surreal and stunning landscapes.
Warner injects a sense of humour into the work with titles like Valley of the Reclining Woman and The
Cave of Abdo-men. At the same time, the piece has a genuine feeling of high art. Each photograph is
an artistic pleasure because to Warner’s use of light and shadow, as well as his ability to properly
arrange the figures.

Story and Images by Epicstotle
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SHOT SPOTS
Turimetta Beach Narabeen

Image by Yury Prokopenko

Image by Rodney Campbell

Image by Pavel Sigarteu

Shipwreck Ayrfield Homebush

Image by Peter Brock

Image by Bruce Hood

Image by Blue and Beyond Images

Upper Gledhill Falls

Image by Yury Prokopenko

Image by Murray Henwood

Image by Ninian Lif

White Bay Power Station

Image by Xenidis

Image by Visual Clarity

Image by Visual Clarity
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PROGRAM
February the 9th
Competition Judge – Nigel Smith
Theme: Reflections

February the 23rd
Presenter – Brett Mezen
Nocturnal Wildlife Photography

March the 9th
Competition Judge- Linda Fury-Cancelled Due to weather/Rescheduled
Theme: Looking up

March the 23rd
Competition Judge- Linda Fury
Theme: Looking up

April the 13th
Competition Judge- Colin Talbot
Theme: Directional Light

April the 27th
Presenter-Table Top workshop

May the 11th
Competition Judge -David Johnson
Theme: Street Photography

May the 25th
Presenter- Glenn Smith
Close up/ Macro Photography

June the 8th
Competition Judge- Sandra Dan
Theme; Intentional Camera Movement

June the 22nd
Presenter- Brett Atkins (Gadgetry)

July the 13th
Competition Judge- Tania Du Toit
Theme: Bokeh
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PROGRAM
July the 27th
Presenter: Brian Bird
Photo Editing v’s Digital Art

August the 10th
Competition Judge- Ben Kipillow
Theme: Framing

August the 24th
Presenter- Sandra Dan
TBA

September the 14th
Competition Judge- TBA
Theme: Creative Beach Photography

September the 28th
Presenter- Colin Talbot
Framing and Curating

October the 12th
Competition Judge- John and Leanne Alessi
Theme: Vintage Image (looks like it was taken 60+ years ago, subject, lighting, processing, paging etc)

October the 26th
Presenter- TBA

November the 9th
Competition Judge – TBA
Theme: Night Scenes

November the 23rd
Presenter- Ben Kipillow
TBA

December the 14th
Top Shot Judge- TBA
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Photography doesn’t always need to be meaningful and serious. Often, it can be light-hearted and
fun. It can even make you laugh.

Image source mymodernmet.com

Image source youtube.com

Image sourced expertphotography.com

Image source myportraithub.com

Your Fun Photography
We want more laughter in our lives, So if you have some fun photo’s, send them to me @
newslettermps.inc@gmail.com, and I may feature them.

